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Elliot Edusah, p10
The actor chats about his role in Reggie Yates’ feature directorial debut ‘Pirates’.
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Welcome to the December issue! This is a very special time, it's the last
month of the year and we wanted to conclude it bringing you the best
experience while you’re reading about your favourite artists through the
pages of this magazine. Last month, we introduced you to our individual
issues, booklet style, one artist at the time, to have a more intimate
insight on the talents featured. Remember this is a fast read digital
publication to appreciate and celebrate art by knowing the other side of
the story including the amazing photography by the outstanding
photographers that kindly collaborate with us.

Stay tuned because this month Viewties goes on bringing you the latest
on film and television introducing artists whose passion is to make you
feel something with their dedication to the job of bringing a project /
character to life. As I always say, If I can take something from my job, I
strongly believe you will take something from it too. Enjoy the ride and
prepare your heart for being touched by our content.

 
Happy month!

E d i t o r ' s  l e t t e r





Elliot wears grey flannel suit by Edward Sexton
White cotton vest by Hanro; Black loafers by Crockett & Jones
Jewellery by Serge De Nimes and Maya Magal; Watch stylist’s



Elliot EdusahElliot Edusah
  orn  in  L o n d o n ,  r i s ing  s tar  E l l i o t  E d u s a h  current ly  s tars  in  R e g g i e
Y a t e s ’ s  P i r a t e s  as  Cappo .  H is  profess ional  debut  came when he  s tarred  as
part  o f  the  American/Canadian  tour  o f  the  N a t i o n a l  T h e a t r e  P r o d u c t i o n ,
B a r b e r s h o p  C h r o n i c l e s .  S ince  then,  he  has  gone  on  to  s tar  as  ‘Valent ine
Gold ing ’  in  S t e v e  M c Q u e e n ’ s  mul t i-award-winning  S m a l l  A x e  ser ies  and  as
‘David ’  in  S t e l l a  C o r r a d i ’ s  S i t t i n g  i n  L i m b o ,  both  for  the  B B C .  He  has  a lso
appeared  in  feature  f i lms  O u t s i d e  t h e  W i r e  directed  by  M i k a e l  H å f s t r ö m
and S a m  M e n d e s ’  award  winning  1 9 1 7 .  E l l i o t  has  recent ly  been  f i lming  a
lead  ro le  for  S K Y ’ s  D j a n g o ,  a  re imagining  o f  S e r g i o  C o r b u c c i ’ s  c lass ic
1966  Western  of  the  same name.

In  conversat ion  wi th  V i e w t i e s ,  one  o f  Br i ta in ’s  most  exc i t ing  young  actors
to  watch  answers  our  quest ions  about  s tarr ing  as  Cappo in  P irates ,  among
many other  interest ing  th ings !

B
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V: To begin with, I would like to know more about the
story of how you've become an actor. So, I was won-
dering… How and when exactly did you realize you
had the passion for acting?

Elliot - I’ve always had a passion for acting, since I was
kid playing Joseph in the Nativity play in year 1 or 2. I
still look at those pictures when I go to my parents’ house
and the gleaming smile on my little face is priceless. I
was one of those kids who couldn’t shut up – a classic
class clown, so I think my parents knew I was a perform-
er from the get-go. But I think the real desire to take
acting seriously and educating myself about the craft
started when I was fourteen.

I attended a weekly improvisation class called “Wingin
it” run by Stratford Theatre Royal East. It was a great
time to link up with other young creatives in East
London, but also it was a place for us to create, fail,
experiment and take risks freely in a safe space where we
could learn and improve in both our improvisational skills
– but most importantly, our acting. 

My most fond memory was performing a promenade
theatre piece set around whole theatre, there were shows
in every nook and cranny of the building, from spoken
word and poetry to monologues. It was called “Heartfelt”
and was directed by Rikki Beadle Blair. I think after that
performance I knew acting was what I wanted to do every
day of my life. Then a couple years later, I auditioned for
a place at The Brit School and I got accepted – I think
that’s when the transition of seeing acting as a profession
and something I can and want to do for the rest of my life
started. Alongside this, being in a school with likeminded
creatives in different fields really helped me film different
way of expressing myself through different art form
whether it be singing, physical theatre, music or dance.
Straight after Brit School I did my degree in Acting at
The London Academy of Music and Dramatic Arts
(LAMDA) and that is where I gained deep knowledge
about acting, the techniques, practitioners, accents, all
sorts. I think after I decided to do a degree in acting there
was no going back. This was the life for me.

V: Is there pressure to maintain your own acting style
in the industry?

Elliot - I think most the pressure on actors is unfortu-

nately self-inflicted, it’s the pressure we put on our-
selves as we are our biggest critics, but in my
opinion your style should evolve with you and with
the task at hand because when tackling different
texts, time periods, and genres you must adapt to
what’s needed from you. Everyone in the world is
beautifully unique in their own special way and I
believe if we all embraced our uniqueness more, we
wouldn’t feel the need to be anything other 
than ourselves.

V: Pirates brought me back to the 90s, the time
in my life that I enjoyed the most! As a 90s girl, I
found this film enjoyable and a reminder of the
good old days. What was your reaction when you
first read the script?

Elliot - I received the audition through my agent
from Shaheen Baig and her team casting a Reggie
Yates project called ‘Pirates’ about the three boys
from London travelling around London on New
Year’s Eve 1999. Once I heard garage and Reggie
Yates, I was sold. 

The script grabbed me straight away, I could feel
the essence of a London I recognised and could
relate to, so I was hooked immediately. The banter
and the relationship between the boys reminded me
of me and my friends growing up. From the first
page to the last, I couldn’t stop laughing – but it was
also great to read a script about three ethnically
diverse boys from London, where there wasn’t any
sex, drugs or knives in sight. It was refreshing to
read. I think I read it three times that night, I was
utterly transfixed. So, when it came to preparing for
the audition, I put my all into being a part of this
epic film and luckily it all worked out.

V: Your character ‘’Cappo’’ is very down to
earth and he seems very mature to me. Did you
find similarities between yourself and the
character? Did you base him on someone specific
to approach him?

Elliot - Cappo is the best friend everybody needs.
He is the manager of the I.C.C (Ice Cold Crew)
and the man with the plan. He’s loyal and will do
anything for his friends – and I can relate to that. 
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V: In the movie we can find many references and
items from the 90s. Did they help you to connect
with the year the movie is set or what sort of
research did you do to help getting into the spirit
of 1999?

Elliot - Yeah, the references were key for the boys
and I because none of us were teenagers in the nine-
ties and early noughties. They helped us all tap in to
this and understand what teenagers at the turn of the
millennium were interested in and also what pop cul-
ture was at the time e.g Tamagotchis, Flip phones, the
style and fashion but most importantly what music
they were listening to, how they were listening to it
and what it made them feel. 

First things first, I had to connect with the music.
That was the most important thing to me.  I grew up
with my older siblings and dad blasting garage music
from the living room stereo, and I can vividly remem-
ber summer days listening to ‘Re-Rewind’ by The
Artful Dodger ft Craig David, so for me it was like
tapping back into my childhood by rediscovering the
garage era.

I had also watched loads of documentaries about
UKG (UK Garage) and the scene in general, its nat-
ural evolution and how it because the genre it is to-
day. I think my favourite and the most insightful doc-
umentary I watched as part of my research was one
called “SUN, SEA and UKG” which featured the
story of how Ayia Napa became the mecca for UK
Garage in the late 90's, with never-before-seen foot-
age and original interviews from key names from
UKG's golden age. It was A Boiler Room original
film, directed by João Retorta.

V: Even when it seems you had a blast making this
movie, I’m sure there might have been things hard
to tackle. What did you find challenging about this
role or about a particular scene?

Elliot - I had the time of my life shooting Pirates.
Every day was a joy travelling to set; everyone on set
had nicknames, and Reggie had created a lovely
working environment. As a result, each day had a
positive and optimistic vibe all around set which
helped us all get through the cold night shoots and
early mornings. 

I approached Cappo without any biases or judgement, in-
stead I stepped into his shoes and got to know him. I also 
 wanted to show his maturity, vulnerability and awkward-
ness in a way which I could relate to, whilst still portray-
ing the character’s truths authentically and letting the au-
dience into his thoughts and feelings.

Cappo also came back from University a different man,
with different plans and a whole new perspective on life.
He’s ambitious and yearns for more, he doesn’t want to let
his environment define who he is and he is adamant for
some sort of change in his life. I relate to Cappo in many
ways, but especially when coming back home after Drama
school, and friends recognising you’ve changed for the
better but still wanting a bit of the old you back.

There’s also many differences between us, too, but I think
that’s the beauty of finding a character and getting to
know them before stepping into their shoes. For example,
I am much more impulsive and energic than Cappo is, but
also I think I live life at a faster place then him too, so my
natural energy and tempo is different to his. But then, I
have moments like Cappo where I’m in deep thought and
teleport to a different dimension – we’re definitely both
deep thinkers. 

Overall, I think we have more similarities than differ-
ences. Throughout the film you can see how much Cappo
struggles to open up and express his feelings to his friends
and I think that’s something I and lot of men around the
world struggle with, and can relate to.

I approached Cappo 
without any biases or judgement, 

instead I stepped into his shoes 
and got to know him.

V i ew t i e s
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But the thing I found challenging, and what I wanted to make
my constant priority throughout filming was making sure I
kept true to Cappo; who he is, how he was raised, where he's
from and what he stands for. It was important for me that
Cappo’s arc had a strong through line and that when I’m
silent in scenes or not specifically talking that I can make my
thoughts as clear as possible so the audience can be let in and
understand what’s going on inside his head.

Another challenge was having to stop shooting the film due to
the COVID lockdown in London. As we had so much time
away from each other, the script and our characters, fear and
anxiety started creeping in on whether we would even finish
the film, but luckily, we did. That time away gave me time to
recharge, refocus and rebuild a lot of relationships that
needed reconnecting whilst also learning, reading, and
educating myself – so the time off was needed. It also  had
some positive effects on the film as well – as Reggie had time
to edit and cut half the film and add more scenes, which
benefited the film greatly. So, there was light at the end of the
dark gloomy tunnel.

V: Obviously, so much of the movie works because of the
chemistry between the characters. How did you and your
castmates work together to do the groundwork of
befriending yourselves with one another?

Elliot - It’s actually crazy because Jordan Peters (who plays
“Two Tonne” in Pirates) and I both went to the same college
(The Brit School) and drama school (LAMDA). So when I
walked into a chemistry read audition with him, I was
thanking my lucky stars. Funnily enough, I had also met
Reda Elazouar (who plays “Kidda”), in Budapest, as we
both flew in on the same day to shoot ‘Outside the wire’
together. We ended up staying in the same hotel and would
go out to eat a couple times and share cars from the hotel to
location, so it was great seeing him again in London at the
audition, I think it was written in the stars.

V: Which character from this film would you like to hang
out with in real life?

Elliot - Definitely has to be Uncle Ibbs. Youssef Kerkour

is a fantastic actor and the way he played Uncle Ibbs is
so hilarious. I literally couldn’t stop laughing on set. He
will be a great wingman on a night out but he can also
get you out of a lot of trouble.

V: Next up, you play Andrew Ellis in SKY’s Django,
can you say more about this?

Elliot - I recently finished filming SKY’s Django, a rei-
magining of Sergio Corbucci’s classic 1966 Western of
the same name. Set in the Wild West of the 1860s and
’70s, the series follows Django, a gunslinger who is
searching for his daughter who he believes escaped the
murder of his family eight years ago. I take on the role
of ‘Andrew Ellis’, the son of Nicholas Pinnock’s
character ‘John’. The series also stars Noomi Rapace
and Matthias Schoenaerts and will premiere in 2022.
Most of my scenes are with Matthias Schoenaerts, who
is a phenomenal actor but an even greater man. He
taught me a lot whilst working with him; constantly
dropping gems and we were continuously cracking
jokes. For me, even just observing him work and sharing
the screen with him was a blessing. I’m definitely
excited for the world to see this series.

V: Last question, as my nationality is Argentinian,
I’m curious to ask you if you have ever seen or
experienced any type of art/culture from Argentina?

Elliot - Yes, Argentina as a country has always
fascinated me and it’s started from my love of all things
football but especially Diego Maradona, Lionel Messi
and Carlos Tevez. The skill and finesse the Argenti-
nians play with has been in the blood of the team for
decades and I’m aware of the love and passion the
people in Argentina have for the beautiful game.

Also, I’m very aware and love the work of Marta
Minujín and her conceptual art pieces. I adore her
brilliant use and distortion of colour and shapes to create
psychedelic and euphoric pieces of art. My favourite
installation has to be ‘La Menesunda’ she did an
exhibition at the Tate Liverpool in 2019.

Pirates is currently in cinemas
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Elliot wears Black Teddy Bear coat
by Motoluxe; Grey tracksuit top by Sunspel
Chain by Maya Magal; Watch stylist’s own.
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